Iterative solutions with energy selected bases for highly excited vibrations of tetra-atomic molecules.
The use of energy selected bases (ESB) with iterative diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is described for vibrations of tetra-atomic systems. The performance of the method is tested by computing vibrational states of HOOH below 10,000 cm(-1) (1296 A+ symmetry states) and H(2)CO below 13,500 cm(-1) (729 A(1) symmetry states). For iterative solutions, we tested both the implicitly restarted Lanczos method (IRLM) and the standard (nonreorthogonalizing) Lanczos approach. Comparison with other contracted basis approach as well as direct product grid representation shows superior performance of the ESB/IRLM approach. Of the two systems, H(2)CO is found to be more challenging than HOOH since it has much stronger couplings among vibrational modes, which leads to a drastically larger primitive basis set. For H(2)CO we also discuss some interesting behavior of the molecule in the high internal energy regime.